CRANNÓG UPDATE – 5
Wow, that first term has really flown by. With Christmas holidays next week
Team Crannóg would like to wish all the students, families and teachers a
wonderfully safe and healthy few weeks.
Just to recap on what we were up to in recent weeks, we put our focus on PHASE
3: THE WALLS
A CALL OUT FOR MORE MATERIALS
Don’t forget we still have a callout for 1 and 2 litre plastic bottles. (Water or
mineral bottles, but NO milk cartons though)
NEEDED: 1 litre OR 2 litres plastic bottles of any colour or kind
RECAP ON PHASE THREE: THE WALLS
Phase three of the project was all about the walls and the wheelchair accessible
ramp. Making the frames for the windows can be somewhat slow but it is more
enjoyable, almost like a large-scale jigsaw.
Stage 1: Making the frames for the doors and windows.
We used old railway sleepers to shape
the frames of the doors and windows.
These treated sleepers are so durable
they will no doubt outlive us all. They
really do give that solid look; a bold
statement.
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Stage 2: Cladding the walls
Cladding the walls means overlapping long lengths of vertical timber to give the
effect of below (image 4). We will also be using recycle pallet timber for this
process too. This is quite a slow process to cut and fit the timber around the door
and window frames, running from the stone walls up to the underside of the
roof. However, slow it might be, it does give immediate impact and is immensely
fabulous when it’s completed (see image 5). The Crannóg is starting to blossom!
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Stage 3: The Wheelchair ramp
It is important that we get the ramp correct for wheelchair access to the main
crannóg entrance. It is also important that the drainage system below the ramp
foundation is functional. We used reclaimed railway sleepers to form the edge of
the ramp. A handrail puts the finishing touches on the ramp.

